What Can the Biopharmaceutical Industry
Expect in 2019?
Industry’s increased focus on patient-centricity is leading to a
breakdown of silos across the healthcare sector. This led us to take a
new approach for this year’s Health Trend Ten – providing end-to-end
biopharmaceutical industry perspectives. In this article, Duncan
Arbour, our SVP of Innovation, talks about how our clinical and
commercial worlds come together at Syneos Health and why these
insights are important to share with the sector.
Also, check out this article where Leigh Householder, our EVP /
Managing Director of Insights and Innovation, talks about how a
‘heightened inﬂux of information’ is enhancing research, but also
possibly contributing to burnout among health care professionals.

READ MORE

Apps to Push Prescription Drugs
Over-the-Counter
The FDA plans to incentivize pharmaceutical
brands to make their biggest prescription drugs
available over-the-counter. One way the FDA may
facilitate this switch is by approving drugprescribing smartphone apps.

READ MORE

As Corporate Activism Evolves, Is
Healthcare Getting Left Behind?
Dana Davis, strategist in our Reputation & Risk
Management Practice, talks about why
pharmaceutical companies have not been targets
of activist campaigns on social issues and lays out
steps to prepare for activist campaigns.

READ MORE

Expect More Transparency Around
Pharma's Advocacy Group Partnerships
in 2019
In 2018, pharma-advocacy partnerships made
headlines for their incredible work but also caught
heat over payments. FiercePharma recaps, pulling
insights from a blog post by our advocacy
specialist Keri McDonough.

READ MORE

Give It to Us Straight, Doctors Tell
Pharma Advertisers—but Being Funny Is
Ok, Too
This FiercePharma article talks about a survey of
primary care physicians (PCPs) by GSW, a Syneos
Health company and the Harris Poll that revealed
76 percent of PCPs said they prefer companies use
simple language in advertising.

READ MORE
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